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1. ASA MEETINGS IN ATLANTA 

We have a busy and eventful program planned for the Atlanta meetings. Our Section is sponsoring the following 

sessions: 


"Success Stories of Statisticians in Transforn:lingtheManag~ment's Attitude about_Stalistics." , Invited, Session #33, 

Monday, August 19, 10:30 a.m. - 12:20 p.m. . . . 


"How to Increase Effectiveness in Statistical Consulting", Special Contributed Papers #137, Tuesday, August 20, 

2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m. 


"Challenges and Directions to Statistical Consulting in Industry", Invited Panel #239, Wednesday, August 21 2:00 

p.m. ., 3:50 p.m.. 


"The Arguments for Certification", Invited Session #248, Thursday, August 22, 8:30 a.m. - 10:20 a.m. 


. Roundtable Luncheons, Tuesday, August 20 

"Statistical Consulting: Cost-Benefit Considerations" 
"Statistical Consulting: Impact of Computer Software. " 

Please plan to attend the Business Meeting Wednesday, August 21 at 6:,00 p.m.! 
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2. SECTION NEWS 

From the Chair 

Elsewhere in this newsletter, you will find a copy of the "Proposed Charter of the Section on Statistical Consulting." In the last issue of 
The Statistical Consultant, I indicated that we would begin the task of revising our charter at the annual meetings in Atlanta, GA - August 
18-22, 1991. However, the ASA and the Council on Sections desire that we move more quickly than this. They have provided a "model 
charter" which I have used and modified to accommodate our specific needs. There are two important items that seem to me to be major 
changes. First, you will note that the new charter also incorporates a name change for our section ("Statistical Consulting" rather than 
"Statistical Consulting Education"). In the last newsletter I had asked for feedback concerning this issue. I received several comments in 
favor of the name change and none in opposition. Therefore, I felt that it was appropriate to make the name change as part of the new 
charter. The second major difference is that our current offices of secretary and treasurer will be merged into a single office 
(secretary /treasurer). 

Our current "By-Laws" (which became our charter by default on January 1 when we became a Section) provides for amendments by stating 
that, "A copy of such proposed amendments shall be published in the news bulletin of the Association at least one month prior to the annual 
business meeting of the Subsection and shall be placed on the agenda of the annual business meeting of the Subsection. Amendments must 
be approved by a two-thirds vote of members present and voting at the annual business meeting." The pUblication of the proposed charter. 
in this newsletter provides the one month prior publication,. and I certainly will place this on the agenda of our Executive Committee and 
business meetings. If you have comments to make before these meetings, please contact me at the address information below. I hope that 
we can finish this piece of business in Atlanta and move ori to other issues of interest. 

Sarah Young has done an excellent job of putting together our portion of the program for this year. I want to take this opportunity to 
publicly thank: Sarah for her excellent work and tireless service to our Section. 

Please recall that J. Terry Smith at Queens University is our program chair for the 1992 meetings in Boston. If you have suggestions for 
program items or wish to assist Terry, please contact him very soon. He will make a preliminary report on the '92 program at the Atlanta 
meetings. 

If you haven'talready-made notes of-such, -let-me offer-this l'eminder;- Our Exec'ttive C-ommitteemeeting-will-beat-4--pmon .TuesdaY-r 
August 20, and the Business Meeting will be at 6 prQ. on Wednesday, August 21. Check the official program for locations. 

As of 4/30/91 the membership in our Section stands ~t 866. This is a large improvement from the original 400 names on the subscription 
list of The Statistical Consultant. As it now stands, we have one representative to the Council on Sections, but by August, our membership 
may well have increased to the point (over 1000 meinbers) that we may be entitled to two representatives. 

As I see it, we have two things that we can immediately do to increase our membership (assuming that is what we want to do). Offer the 
kinds of activities and services that will attract new m~mbers (through those enterprising type activities that all you entrepreneurs are going 
to come up with - right??). And we can enter into agreements with other Sections to provide joint membership at reduced rates. This will 
be on the agenda for our meetings in Atlanta. . 

I have already entered into one joint agreement; and that is to jointly publish the Proceedings of our Section with the Proceedings of the 
Section on Statistical Education and the Section on 1;eaching Statistics in the Health Sciences. In order to provide some continuity to the 
publication of the Proceedings of our section and to Iriinimize our financial obligation, I felt that it was appropriate to go ahead and do this. 
We will need to discuss this item in Atlanta. . 

Assuming that we approve the proposed charter, tb~n there will be several committees to staff (see Article Vill). If you would like to 
volunteer for service in one of these committees, please contact Bill Bridges (Chair-elect of our Section) or me as soon as possible. These 
committees need to be appointed and begin their r~tive works as soon after the Atlanta meetings as possible. 

Kindest regards, Jim 

James M. Davenport 

Department of Mathematical Sciences 

Virginia Commonwealth Qniversity 

Richmond, VA 23284-2014 
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S'fATISTICS AND THE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATOR 


Kenneth.L. Koonce, Louisiana State University 


David n. Marx, University of Nebraska 


(This article is an excerpt from Drs. Koonce and Marx' talk: at the 1990 ASA Anaheim meetings) 
Introduction 

Last year the American Statistical Association celebrated its 150th anniversary. The profession of statistics has traditionally been closely 
identified with those individuals in government and/or the public sector responsible for data collection, tabulation and archiving. In the 
second halfof this century, the role of statistics in enhancing industrial production and management through statistical quality control, robust 
design and efficient experimentation has pointed the profession in a new direction. The role of statistics now is not only recognized in 
experimentation but is also being integrated into decision maklng iIi the industrial and business sectors. The profession of statistics is rapidly 
expanding and the demand for statisticians is growing. The university administrator should understand this historical perspective in order 
to be able to assimilate into the academic milieu the discipooeof statistics which, although it can· stand on its own, is at home when solving 
problems collaboratively and assisting other disciplines. Statisticians must constantly take advantage of opportunities to sell the worth of 
statistics in academe as well as in society in general. Statistics, no doubt, is an independent science but it can run faster and go farther on 
the "legs" of other disciplines. This is our "sell" job. 

Statistics as an Academic Discipline 
In a comprehensive NSF study of statistics as an academic discipline, Moore and Olkin (1984) report that the number of statistics 
departments offering the doctoral degree grew from 8 in 1950 to 40 in 1980. Their study shows a rapid formation and growth ofindependent 
statistics departments in the 1970's while most other science and mathematics faculties were stabilizing, and in some cases decreasing. A 
further indication of growth of the discipline is the creation, ~ince 1950, of 46 new statistics journals. Only 17existed prior to that time. 
Box (1976) identified two maladies afflicting statistics: "codkbookery" and "mathematistry". The cookbook approach tries to force all 
problems into a moldof a ~ific recognized analysis such as ,the analysisofvariance while the mathematical approach is to develop theory 
for theOry's sake. Highly regarded programs in statistics such as those at Iowa State University, North Carolina State University and VPI 
and ~tate University have strong. scholarly credentials and have. also been very successful in achieviJlg a balance between applications and 
theory.' Statisticians' must avoid giving the impression to university adiniliistratorStltattheypracticeeither"cookbookery"or . 
"mathematistry". While there may be a certain component of each in our profession, itis the balance between independent scholarship, 
service and collaborative research that we must emphasize. Our deans, vice chancellors, chancellors and other superiors must be made to 
view statistics as an integral part of the university coinmunity Jmd a key ingredient of the scientific method which cuts across all disciplines. 

Statistics and Experimentation Science 
In order to be involved in problem solving in the sciences, it is desirable that the statistician be'a res:earch team member. The statistician 
is often needed to assist in appropriately framing questions and in formulating the tesearch hypotheses. This frequently requires more than 
casual knowledge of the discipline. Box (1976) in discussing the role of mathematics in science asserts that the statistician who hopes to 
revolutionize decision theory should observe and take part in the making of important decisions. The researcher in experimental design 
should be involved in the design of actual ex~riments. The key to a viable program in applied statistics is involvement in the decision
making processes whether it be in industry or in the academic setting. The statistics profession has an obligation to science in general and 
must be integrally involved in advancing problem-solving methodology for the various disciplines. ~ 

Marketing an Applied Statistics Department 
In an academic institution the primary goal is education. For a statistics department, the fundamental objective is to educate students in 
statistics and its application to scientific problem solving. The role of teaching is not disputed. What becomes a concern is how best to meet 
that need in the context of a university setting. Issues associated with research, conSulting, collaboration and service and how they relate 
to a strong degree program in applied statistics must be addressed. Since most research topics in statistics originate from problems arising 
in other disciplines, statistics must concentrate on strong interdisciplinary ties. A viable and well supported applied statistics program must 
provide for its students a comprehensive education that allows and encourages statistical developments and applications in other discipIines. 
To accomplish this end it is necessary that the department have broad-based associations and involvement in the research programs of other 
disciplines. 

TEACIHNG: The teaching responsibilities of an applied statistics department encompass courses require4 for students majoring in other 
departments, the so-called service teaching as well as courses primarily for statistics majors. Service teaching for statistics departments is 
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· 3. Statistics and the University Administrator 

critical. Other disciplines depend on these courses to provide their students with enough statistical methodology to understand the concept 
of statistical reasoning to have an appreciation for experimental design and analysis and to be able to consult profitable with a statistician 
on non standard or unique statistical problems that they face. Courses primarily for statistics majors should extend general development 
and provide additional insights into the theory and application of statistics. Educating students to be effective practitioners of statistics is 
a responsibility that spans the teaching, research, consulting, collaboration and service·roles of an applied statistics program. 

RESEARCH: Increasing the knowledge base is another fundamental responsibility ofan academic applied statistics department. Research 
should address real problems and ideally be oriented toward those disciplines which directly interact with the department. Such professional 
interaction will frequently lead to co-authored publications in discipline journals. In some instances research may lead to articles in statistical 
publications. Regardless of the type ofpublication, faculty should receive scholarly credit for both. In particular, the administration should 
not always insist in sole or first authorship in evaluation of applied statisticians. A balanced program where some faculty participate in 
collaborative research as co-authors proves a continuing real-world basis for other departmental research interests. 

External funding in applied statistics departments may be only indirectly related to statistical research. Funded projects for statistical support 
service to public agencies or private concerns may provide stipend support as well as additional non-academic real-world problems for 
graduate students. Again, the administration must recognize this as an evaluation factor for applied statisticians. 

CONSULTING, COLLABORATION AND SERVICE: Due to the nature of statistics as a diSCipline, i.e. its integral position in the 
scientific method, the service role of statistics greatly exceeds that of most other academic disciplines. When the academic definition of the 
service component of the faculty member's role is expanded to cover consultative and collaborative responsibilities it becomes important 
that clear distinctions among these terms be made. 

Traditionally, service for a faculty member involves broad based contributions to the university, the discipline, the community and society 
in general. When a faculty member is evaluated, only token weight is generally given to service. It is usually accepted that a competent 
scholar, by definition, is satisfying hislher service commitment. An applied statistician, on the other hand, is much more committed to 
service of a different kind. The commitment extends beyond the discipline of statistics to other fields in which the statistician is 
professionally involved. This statistical service in its broadest sense involves activities varying complexities and is often referred to in the 
profession as "consulting. " Bancroft (1971} id...~tified-threetypes ofstatistical consulting services:.-(i)fairly routineassi$tance using known 
statistical techniques, (ii)innovativeandsophisticatedapplication, modification and adaption ofknown statistical methodology and (iii)creation 
of some new theory or methodology specifically designed to provide a solution to an important problem in some scientific investigation. 
The first type. "fairly routine assistance" is close to teaching in nature while the last two types are often thought of as research. 

Collaboration is rather straightforward in concept. The statistician is a member of a research team and contributes to the success of the 
project not only at the analysis and interpretation stage but also should, ideally, be involved in planning and implementation. While not 
always the case, the statistician team member may develop new theory or applications specifically for the collaborative project. . 

There is a growing body of literature on the uniq~ role of statistical consulting and on organizations structures to foster statistical consulting 
in the university environment (Bancroft, 1971; Minton and Freund, 1977; Gibbons and Fruend, 1980; Boen, 1982; Nelson, 1985). The 
American Statistical Association has a Section on Statistical Consulting Education and annually sponsors workshops and special sessions. 
Practically all graduate degree programs in applied statistics have requirements for practicums, internships or other special courses in 
statistical consulting. Statistical consulting in its broad sense must be a part of an applied statistics program. . 

Conclusion 
Statistics in both independent and interdisciplinary. We must constantly strive to insure that university administrators understand this split 
nature ofom discipline. If, in fact. we are the purveyors of the scientific method (Marquardt, 1987) we must be involved in all scientific 
disciplines as teachers . and researchers. We must, however, be scrupulous in avoiding the superiority complex that afflicted Maurice 
Kendall's Hiwatha who, since he ..... majored in applied statistics, consequently felt entitled, to instruct his fellow man on any subject 
whatsoever ... 

To be creative researchers in applied statistics and effective extenders of statistical applications we have to work with other discipline 
scientists. To sell this concept to our administrators is critical to the growth and acceptance of statistics as a mainstream university discipline. 
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PROPOSED CHARTER OF THE SECTION ON STATISTICAL CONSULTING (Revised 1991) 

Article I. Name 

The name of this organization is the Section on Statistical Consulting of the American Statistical Association (hereafter called the 
Association). 

Article U.OPjectives .. 
; 

The general phrpose of the Section on Statistical Consulting is. to function as an organization for professional statisticians involved in 
statistical consfuting and/or in the training of statistical consultants. The Section is broadly interested' fostering the increased and improved 
usage of statis~cs through effective client/consultant interchanges; and in consideration of these objec ves, the Section provides a forum for 
the interchang~ of ideas and information on statistical consulting and the education of statistical tants. 

I 
The Section o~ Statistical Consulting will engage in specific activities appropriate to the pursuit of e general purposes and objectives set 
forth above, h,~t not be limited to the following: 

. I 

1. 	 Epgage in activities that foster the role of the statistical consultant in society. 

2. 	 Provide for the regular interchange of information on statistical consulting through new letters and/or 

otP.er appropriate publications. 


; 
, 

3. 	 SPonsor sessions at meetings of the Association and in other settings that will encourag the 

d~velopment of statistical consulting. 


i 
4. 	 Provide for liaison with other Sections of the Association as well as with\other societi 


and organizations. . 


S. 	 ~courage the improved training of statistical consultants and consider innovative deve opments in 

sqch training. 


6. 	 S,tudy the organizational structure of the training of consultants and the placement of nsultants 

Within academic or non-academic organizations. 
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4. Proposed Charter 

7. Promote the development and use of ethical standards in statistical consulting. 

8. Promote the professional stature of consultants and statistical sciences, in general. 

Article m. Membersbip 

Any full member of the Association may become a member of the Section by paying dues to the Section. 

The membership year for each member of the Section shall coincide with that member's membership year in the Association. 

Article IV. Officers - Elected and Appointed 

All officers must be full members of the Section on Statistical Consulting in accordance with Article ill above. 

The. officers of the Section sball be the Chair, the Chair-elect, the Secretaryrrreasurer, the Program Chair, the Program Chair elect, the 
Publications Officer, three at-large members of the Executive Committee, and the Representatives to the Association's Council of Sections. 
The number of Representatives sball. be determined by the Charter of the Council of Sections. 

The Chair is the chief officer of the Section and is a member of its Executive Committee. The Chair shall preside at all meetings of the 
Section and the Executive Committee. The Chair, with the approval of the Executi~e Committee, may designate committees or individuals 
to carry out functions of the Section. The Chair shall coordinate the work of the officers and committees of the Section and shall prepare 
an annual report, for publication in a news bulletin, on the activities of the Section. The Chair shall review· the regular financial reports 
provided by the Association's central office. 

The Chair--elect shall serve as a member of the Executive Committee and preside over meetings of the Section and the Executive Committee 
in the absence of the Chair. In consultation with the Chair, the Chair--elect shall prepare the budget of the Section for the year in which 
the Chair--elect is Chair. 

The Secretaryrrreasurershall serve as a member of the Executive Committee. The Secretaryrrreasurer shall be responsible for the minutes 
of all meetings of the Section and the Executive Committee. The Secretaryrr1"eaSUtelr shall also asSist the Chair--elect in preparing the annual 
budget and shall monitor the Section's dues collections and expenditures and prepare.an annual report on the financial condition of the 
Section. 

The Chair shall appoint the Program Chair--elect, who will serve as the Program Chair in.the following year. The Program Chair shall be 
responsible for developing and coordinating the Section's sessions and other program events at national and regional meetings of the 
Association. The Program Chair serves as a member of the Executive Committee and also as a membef of the Association's Program 
Committee. The Program Chair--elect shall serve as a member of the Executive Committee and assist the Program Chair. 

The Publications Officer shall serve as. a member of the Executive Committee and also as the Section's representative on Association 
committees concerned with section publication matters. The Publications Officer shall coordinate activities within the Section related to 
publications sponsored by the Section. The Publications Officer shall solicit the views of the Section's members concerning the content and 
operation of the Association's journals and shall bring those views to the attention of the Editors. When requested by the Editors, the 
Publications Officer shall assist in soliciting, reading, and editing articles on statistical consulting for pUblication in the Association's journals. 

The three at-large elected members of the Executive Committee serve as a channel for information between the membership and the 
Executive Committee and serve on committees of the Section. They shall also provide service to the section through special assignments 
made by the Chair and/or Executive Committee. 

The Representatives to the Council of Sections shall serve as members of the Executive Committee and sball represent the interests of the 
Section and its members on matters that come before the Council of Sections. 

Article V. Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee of the Section shall consist of the officers of the Section and the immediate past Chair of the Section. Between 
business meetings the management of the affairs of the Section shall be in the hands of the Executive Committee, subject to such standing 
rules as the business meeting may from time to time pto\'ide. 
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Article VI. Nomination and Election 

Each year the Section's Committee on Nominations shall submit, to the Secretary of the Association and the Section Chair, at least two 
candidates for each position to be filled. The Association's general deadline for submission of nominations shall apply. As part of the 

Association's annual election, the Secretary of the Association will mail a ballot to all members of the Section. 

Additional nominations may be made by submitting a petition, signed by at least 2S members of the Section, the Section Chair and the 
Secretary of the Association. Such petition must be submitted within 45 days after the mailing date of the publication announcing the names 
of the candidates submitted by the Committee on Nominations. 

If the office of Chair becomes vacant, the Chair-elect shall become the Chair, the term extending through the following year. Vacancies 
in other offices shall be filled by appointment by the Chair with the approval of the Executive Committee. 

Article vn. Tenns of Office 

The Chair, Chair-elect, Program Chair, and Program Chair-elect shall each serve a one-year term. The Chair-elect and.the Program Chair
elect shall automatically succeed the Chair and the Program Chair, respectively, at the annual change. of officers, which shall occur on 
January 1. 

The Secretary fTreasurer and the Publications Officer shall each serve a two-year term. 

The elected members of the Executive Committee shall serve three-year terms staggered so that one member is elected each year. 

The term of office for the Representatives to the Council of Sections shall be as specified· in the Charter of the Council of Sections. 

No officer shall be eligible for immediate re-election to the same office except the SecretaryfTreasurer. 

Article·VIII. Committees 

1. Types. The Committees of the Section shall consist of the Executive Committee, Standing Committees provided by this Charter, and 
such Standing or Current Committees as the Chair may establish. Current Committees may be established to serve a particular need or 
interest of the Section. 

2. Membership. The term of membership on Standing and Current Committees,if not otherwise specified in this Charter, shall be three 
years. Initial terms shall be set by the Chair for one, two, or three years so that, as nearly as possible, one-third· of the members shall be 
appointed each year. No member may serve on a committee for more than six consecutive years without specific approval bytbe Executive 
Committee, except for ex officio members. Members ofcommittees shall serve until their successors are appointed or elected. 

Unless otherwise specified in this Charter, each committee shall be governed by a chair appointed by the Chair of the Section. All members 
of Standing Committees, as well as the chairs ofCurrent Committees, shall be full members of the Association. The Chairs of all Standing 
and Current Committees shall be full members of the Section on Statistical Consulting. 

3. Nonnal Time of Appointment. In order that new members of Standing and Current Committees may begin work promptly, the Chair
elect shall normally designate these members. If possible, the designations shall be made at least two months prior to the time when the 
new committee members take office. . 

4. Standing Committees. The Standing Committees provided by this Charter are as follows: 
a. Committee on Nominations. The Committee on Nominations shall consist of the immediate past Chair of the Section, who serves 

as chair of the Committee, and three other members, one appointed each year by the chair of the Committee. The Committee shall submit 
nominations for officers as provided in Article VI of this Charter. Members of the Committee are not eligible for nomination by the 
Committee. 
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b. Committee to Nominate Fellows. The Committee to Nominate Fellows shall consist of three members. Each year the 
Committee shall identify memberS of the Section who would be suitable nominees for the honor of Fellow of the American Statistical 
Association (as described in the By-Laws of the Association) and shall coordinate preparation and submission of the nominations. 

c. Charter Committee. Not more than three yeatS after adoption of this Charter, the Chair shall appoint a Charter Committee for 
the purpose of reviewing the Charter of the Section. If necessary, the Charter Committee shall prepare a revision to be submitted to the 
Section not more than five yeatS after the adoption of this Charter, in accordance with Article XI of this Charter. In the event that the 
Committee undertakes a major revision of the Charter, the Executive Committee may extend the life of the current Charter one year at a 
time. 

Each committee must submit an annual report to the Executive Committee. 

S. Current Committees. The life of a Current Committee may not exceed five yeatS without a review of its needs by the Executive 
Committee. Any committee that is to continue for more than one year must have a charge approved by the Executive Committee. Each 
committee must submit an annual report to the Executive Committee. 

Current Committees established in accordance with this article may be dissolved at any time by a majority vote of the Executive Committee. 

Editors for Section publications shall be members of the Section and shall be appointed by the Chair with the approval of the Executive 
Committee. 

Article X.Meetings 

The annual business meeting of the Section shall be held in connection with the annual meeting of the Association and shall be announced 
in the printed program of the annual meeting. The officers may also conduct business with members of the Section by mail. 

The Executive Committee shall meet at the annual meeting of the Association. It may also hold additional meetings at times and places 
". designated bythe Chair with the consent of the Executive Committee. Meetings shall beheld at the call ofthe Cbair or by vote oftwo·thirds 
of the Executive Committee. Between meetings, the Executive Committee may cOnduct business by mail, telephone, or other electronic 
means. 

Article XI. Amendments 

1. Proposal. Amendments to this Charter may be proposed by the Executive Committee or by a petition signed by at least 25 members 
of the Section. An amendment originating by petition shall be referred to the Executive Committee, which shall vote on its recommendation 
regarding; ratification. Periodic revisions, as provided for in Article vm, shall be referred to the Executive Committee. which may 
recommend ratification as a whole or in parts. The Executive Committee may also decide upon the final wording ofa proposed amendment, 
as long as such wording is consistent with the. original intent of the petition. 

2. Ratification. All proposed amendments shall be submitted to the members of the Section for mail vote at the time of the next annual 
election of officers. If approved by a majority of the members voting, the amendment shall take effect immediately. A copy of the 
amendment shall be filed with the Secretary of the Association. . 
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QUICK, I NEED A P-V ALUE 

Edward F. Meydrech 

University of Mississippi Medical Center (UMMC) 

(This article is an excerpt from Dr. Meydrech's talk at the 1990 ASA Anaheim Meetings.) 

One of the early consultations that I had on my first post-Ph.D. job at the Medical College of Virginia (Virginia Commonwealth University) 
in Richmond was with a faculty member in the Department of Physical Therapy. He was using electromyography (EMG) as a tool in the 
study of human motion. This methodology involves application of electrodes to the skin overlying the muscles under study and then 
measuring "electrical activity in EMG units which come frommtegrating areas under the curve produced by the recorder. 

The researcher desired to compare the EMG's of two groups of subjects while they were performing a particular task. The first group ha 
no experience with the task while the second had practiced the task until a certain level of competence had been achieved. 

The analysis was simple, but the variances of the two groups were not equal somewhat complicating the choice of test procedure. At tha 
time I debated making an appropriate variance stabilizing transformation followed by a two-sample t-test, or using the Behrens-Fisher t-test, 
or using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. The reasoning is not important, but I chose the nonparametric approach. The paper was 
sent to a physical therapy journal for the review process. 

After an appropriate period of time the manuscript was returned with the comments that the reviewer "had never heard of this Mann-Whitney 
test. Everybody knows that you should make a transformation and do at-test." We reanalyzed the data and resubmitted the paper. It was 
accepted for publication. 

About a year later the same person returned with" basically the same data - EMG units, two samples and unequal variances. Since the article 
was to be submitted to the same journal that had accepted the previous paper, I transformed the data and did a two-sample t-test. 

This time the revieWer's commentS basically said that~thistnmsformation" bUsiness was absurd in the light ~fnew statistical procedures such 
as the Mann-Whitney U test." The data was reanalyzed, resubmitted, and once again accepted for publication. 

This second example is medical only by virtue of originating at a medical center. It is an interesting bit of Americana and another case 0 

misuse of statistics. 

A dental faculty person who is in materials research also consults on outside projects. He sought my help on a project involving cultured 
marble sinks or basins. 

It seems that it is a common practice in motels and hotels for guests to ice down their beer or cokes in the room's basin. When the 
beverages are consumed the problem of dispoSal of the remaining ice is often solved by turning on the hot water and melting the ice. In 
some cases this can be a very quick temperature change ofup to 150 degrees Fahrenheit. The sinks eventually crack from this type of abuse. 
They still function, but their looks are drastically altered. Manufacturers believe that these cracked sinks might lead homeowners to use 
other products when they build their own homes. 

There are approximately 3,000 manufacturers of cultured marble sinks throughout the United States. Some 300 of them have joined with 
suppliers of the ingredients to look for materials and procedures that would eliminate these types of problems. The process is quite variable, 
but always involves spraying a gelcoat layer on a form to produce the outer surface of the sink. A resin matrix. is then poured into the frame 
to form the main body of the sink. The resin matrix. consists of a resin and a catalyst. The gelcoats come from different suppliers and are 
applied in varying thicknesses. The resins also come from a variety of suppliers and include several classes of material. The catalysts have 
various origins also. 

I was called in to help with the analysis of data from experiments designed earlier by some phantom statistician who was donating his time. 
(That fact was stressed repeatedly.) 

Several of the phases of experimentation were designed as 2x2x3x3 factorials in half-replicates. The factors changed, but the design was 
held constant. Phase I., for example, had two levels of resin, twotest procedures involving temperature extremes, three catalysts, and three 
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gelcoat thicknesses. The highest order interaction was used to determine the half-replicate so that all six main effects, ten first order 
interactions, and one second order interaction were analyzable. Data on three sinks in each treatment category was provided for analysis. 
The response was the number of cycles of a test machine until failure. 

The analysis proceeded smoothly from a statistician's viewpoint. It was not necessary to transform the response variable even though a 
difference in variances was expected. But some of the interactions were significant which gave the materials researcher a problem wit 
interpretation. Those little pictures we learn to draw in the presence of interactions are not understood by others it seems. 

After analyzing three data sets with the same design, and making the proper reports, and engaging in hours of explanations, it became 
apparent to me that the data was not collected in a manner consistent with the proposed design and analysis. In particular, the sinks were 
produced in batches of six. Only the two test procedures were actually randomly administered. Thus, what was considered replicate error 
in the analyses was really duplicate error and the results are in question. I also suspect that the expected trend of larger variance with larger 
means was affected. 

The data has been reanalyzed. Very little bard information was gleaned from their year of research. But, I am now contributing to the 
design of future experiments - unless the technicians find a "better" way to produce the sinks. 
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A BOOTSTRAP TYPE SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM EVOLVED FROM REAL-LIFE APPLICATION 


ShahriarChoudhury & Carl J. Schwarz 

Department of Statistics. University of Manitoba 


Abstract 

Few students are aware of the close interface between research in statistics and research in other disciplines. In this article we show how 
a deceptively simple looking problem has lead to a new area of research. As well we show how a relll\ively simple bootstrap-type simulation 
has lead to an approximate answer while research continues. I 
1. Introduction 

As members of the statistical advisory service at the University of Manitoba, we a:re often asked about appropriate analyses for a set ofdata, 
unfortunately, often after the data is collected. In many cases we advise the clients that more information is required before a meaningful 
analysis can be performed. In this article we present a deceptively simple looking problem that went through four iterations with quite 
different results. This example could serve as an interesting example for students in a consulting course. It will demonstrate to students 
how many interesting research problems evolve from real-life applications. 

2. First visit 

During the first visit the client explained the problem. In Cancer Research it is of interest to investigate the relationship between two factors: 

a) The Metastatic potential which measures the ability of a cancer to establish new secondary sites 
throughout the body. 

b) Heparanase activity which is a measure of the amount of a special enzyme in the cells. 

Before conducting an expensive experiment. the researcher had performed a literature search and canvassed fellow researchers to see if there 
appeared to be a relationship. Various reports on different cell lines from different journals and different researchers were examined with 

the results in Table 1. 


We explained the concept of rank correlation to the researcher. A rank correlation coefficient was computed and was found to be 0.967. 

The p-value was between 0.001 and 0.0005. The researcher left to ponder the results. 

3. Second visit 

A few days later, the researcher returned with the news that further investigation lead to "better data" on the Metastatic potential. He had 
found the reported average number of new tumors that had formed at new sites. He had computed the rank correlation and obtained a p
value of 0.971 and according to the tables, the p-value was < 0.001. The researcher was very happy since now this was "good" evidence 
that an effect existed and he was ready to start his long.set of confirmatory experiments. 

At this point, we asked if the original data were available since the values for Metastatic potential were average ofa·number ofexperiments. 
And, we queried, was the situation similar with the Heparanase activity? . 

4. Third visit 

A few days later, the researcher once again returned to report that the published papers did not present the raw data but only means and 
standard errors as shown in Table 1. No further information was available upon the Heparanase activity. 

At this point, we realized that the problem had grown from a relatively simple question into a major research topic. A literature search over 
the last few years has revealed few (if any) papers as the solution to this deceptively simple problem. Our proposed "quick and dirty" 
solution was a bootstrap type of result. 
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Four different types of simulations were tried. For each simulation, 1000 sets of data were generated and the rank correlation coefficient 
was computed. The estimated p-value was then computed by sorting the results of the 1000 experiments. and computing how many of sets 
had a rank correlation in excess of 0.971. The simulations were an attempt to investigate the robustness of the procedure and the results 
are reported in Table 2. 

Which is correct? Ask us in a few years as our research progress. Any suggestions? 

S. Conclusion 

Few students in this undergraduate years appreciate how much Statistical research arises as the result of often simple looking problems. 
This example demonstrates how one area of research was initiated. As well, it illustrates the power ofa well chosen empirical method such 
as bootstrapping or simulation to give approximate answers to tough questions. 

Table -1 Table ·1 

Metastatic poteotial beparanaae activity, and new tumors 	 Resulll of Jackknife-like experimenta. 

Cell line 	 Metastatic Heparana&e Aversge II of Tvoe of simulation Estimated p-value 
potential activity New tumors fonned. 

I. 	X; was generated from a Normal distn'bution 
with mean and standard error as repor:1Cd in 0.385 

10 TII2 0 .43 O±O Table I. Yi remained fixed at the values given 
in the same table. 

MDS.R5 0 .43 O±:O 
2. Xi was generated from a Studenll t-distribution 

MDS.RI 0 .46 O±O using the mean and standard errors in Table I 0.346 
with 4 df. Yi remained fixed at the values given 

NR4 + .47 2 ± 0.5 in Table I. 

NR3 + .49 0.1 ± 0.1 3. X; was generated from a Log-Nonnal distn'bulion 
with the mean and standard error given in Table I. 0.393 

CIRAS-I ++ .52 14 ± 5 Yi remained fixed at the values given in Table I. 

NR4dG2 +++ .55 93 ± 21 4. Xi was generated from Student's t-distribution with 
the mean and standatd error given in Table I with 0.002 

CJRAS·2 +++ .56 llS ± 6 4 df Yi waa generated from a Nonnal distribution 
with the mean given in Table I and a standard 

CJRAS·3 +++ .64 121 ± 20 error of 0.1 (about 20% of lWItmean as was 
found for Xi). 

The .symbols 0,+,+ +. + + + indicate increasing Metastatic potential. 

Mean ± standard error is abown with n ..5. 
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EDITORIAL CHANGES 

This is my last of The Statistical Consultant, and I want to thank all of you who have worked so hard to put this 
newsletter together. Over the past several years we have seen a lot of development of the newsletter and of our 
interest group in statistical conSUlting. I am very pleased that in 1991 we are now a Section, with over 800 dues
paying members! Your new editor, beginning with Vol 8 #3, will be Tom Santner, of the Statistics Department at 
Ohio State University. I am very confident that you will continue to see this newsletter develop and improve. I 
strongly encourage all of you to participate actively in the Section. Statistical consulting is a challenging profession, 
and by sharing our ideas we will strengthen the profession for everyone. 

-- Janice Derr 
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